
file structures and 
URLS 
• absolute 
• relative



More CSS 
• specificity 
• file directories 
   children, parents,     
   grandparents and     
   siblings



CSS
Specificity, 
Inheritance and 
Cascade
(and multiple classes)

clear float
clear fix

Inheritance and Cascade
If the rules are equal in specificity  
individual rules get overridden in the 
order they're defined in the CSS, so in 
your example red wins because it comes 
later in the CSS definitions. The same rule 
applies in other cases as well, for 
example:

Which of these wins?

.red wins here, it doesn't matter the 
order in the class attribute, all that 
matters is the order the styles are defined 
in the CSS itself.

.green { color: green; }

.red { color: red; }

<div class="red green">

http://www.vanseodesign.com/css/css-
specificity-inheritance-cascaade/

http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/
http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/


3 types of relative paths

index ReptilesCat

Food

PETCO1. Navigate to a file on the same level 

2. Navigate to a file on a lower level 

3. Navigate to a file on an upper level

Dog

Beds

Toys

Ticks

Litter

Leashes

Treats

Growth Shells

Habitat

1. Navigate to a file on the same level 

Go from Toys to Beds 
<a href=“toys”>

3. Navigate to a file on an 
upper level 

Go from Treats to Index, you 
will need to jump out of the 
Reptile folder first. 
<a href=“../index”>

Another Example: If you are on Habitat and you want to go to Leashes: 
<a href=../cat/leashes”>

2. Navigate to a file on a 
lower level 

Go from index to Food, 
you will need to go to the 
dog folder first 
<a href=dog/food”> 



ABSOLUTE URLS



ABSOLUTE URLS

http://www.google.com

http://www.google.com




RELATIVE URLS

















The  
Box  
Model 
• padding 
• border 
• margins



Each HTML 
element is like a 
tiny box or 
container that 
holds the pictures 
and text you 
specify.

We’ve checked out 
the image in the 
browser tools: 
that's what the box 
model looks like! 
(We'll cover the 
details of margins, 
borders, and 
padding in the next 
section.)

CSS
Box Model

<code>
writing
Lesser writing



Understanding padding and margins is 
fundamental to using CSS. Practices such as 
using the height to create padding or margins 
further leads to bugs and inconsistencies. If you 
add padding to an inline element you get 
nothing in height.  

PADDING is the inner space of an element 
MARGIN is the outer space of an element.
The difference becomes clear once you apply 
backgrounds and borders to an element.  

What background-color can you make margin?

CSS
Padding and Margins

1

24
3

When specifying 
padding or margins it 
starts from the upper 
right and circles to the 
lower left.  

div {
padding-top:30px;

}
.persian {
padding: 10px 20px;

}

.container {
margin: 10px 0 20px;

}



Border Properties
none: Defines no border 
dotted: Defines a dotted border 
dashed: Defines a dashed border 
solid: Defines a solid border 
double: Defines two borders. The width of the 
two borders are the same as the border-width 
value 
groove: Defines a 3D grooved border. The effect 
depends on the border-color value 
ridge: Defines a 3D ridged border. The effect 
depends on the border-color value 
inset: Defines a 3D inset border. The effect 
depends on the border-color value 
outset: Defines a 3D outset border. The effect 
depends on the border-color

CSS
Border

1

24
3

Shorthand property The 
border property is a 
shorthand for the 
following individual 
border properties: 

border-width 
border-style (required) 
border-color 
p {
    border: 5px solid red;
}
p.one {
    border-style: solid;
    border-color: red;
border-width: 5px;
}

Border



website page

Elements
Inline and Block

Each HTML 
element is like a 
tiny box or 
container that 
holds the pictures 
and text you 
specify.

These are block 
elements

<p>
<h1-h6>
<div>
<form> 

An inline element 
does not start on a 
new line and only 
takes up as much 
width as 
necessary.

This is an inline 
<span> element 
inside a paragraph.

Examples of inline 
elements:

<span>
<a>
<img>

<p>This is an inline <span> 
element</span> inside a 
paragraph which is a block 
element.</p>



CSS
Specificity, 
Inheritance and 
Cascade
(and multiple classes)

coming up…
float and clear fix
CSS reset

Inheritance and Cascade
If the rules are equal in specificity  
individual rules get overridden in the 
order they're defined in the CSS, so in 
your example red wins because it comes 
later in the CSS definitions. 
Here we are applying multiple classes:

Which of these wins?

.red wins here, it doesn't matter the 
order in the class attribute, all that 
matters is the order the styles are defined 
in the CSS itself.

.green { color: green; }

.red { color: red; }

<div class="red green">

http://www.vanseodesign.com/css/css-
specificity-inheritance-cascaade/

http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/
http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/




CSS
Advanced Specificity Challenge

https://flukeout.github.io/


Use box-sizing 
border-box 

You can choose 
whether or or not 
to include borders  
and padding in 
the width of your 
content. 

Place at the top of 
your CSS file. The * 
will target all 
elements on the 
page.at the top of 
your CSS file. The * 
will target all 
elements on the 
page. 

*, *:before, 
*:after { 
-moz-box-
sizing: border-
box; 
-webkit-box-
sizing: 
border=box 
box-sizing: 
border-box; 
}

CSS
Advanced Topic


